Missionary Housing and Transport Services
Ministry Teaching and Training Center
Matthew 28:19-20 Vision Planning
Mercy Transport of Organs, Patients, Families

ohms

www.OHMS.org
570-275-1855
Donate via PayPal:
Donate@OHMS.org

What is the need?
OHMS has been asked, but has had to decline many emergency and urgent care flights because we do not yet have access to an adequate airplane.
God has blessed us with a pilot having the experience needed, now we need the plane! That’s where we urgently need your help.

Recently, we’ve had to turn away all of these critical care urgent patient flights:

New Jersey - Florida
Pennsylvania - SC, NC, NY, MD, MA, FL
NY/NJ/KY/TX/AR/CA - PA
International Needs
Kids, cancer patients, transplants, etc., etc.

We need one of these...

Potential Airplanes:

- Piaggio Avanti II P180 ... Optimimal! ($9M)
- Eclipse 550 Jet or Jetstream t-Prop ($5M)
- Cessna Conquest II ... pictured Here! ($3M)
- Cessna 414A or Piper Navajo ... non-TP ($1M)

We need an airplane with very specific mission capability criteria, that is able to...

- Fly above, around, or through Weather - Many life-saving missions are canceled due to lack of proper aircraft or pilot training and proficiency. However, OHMS can fly even when weather is not perfect!

- Be Pressurized and Oxygen Equipped - Some patients require pressurization or O₂.

- Fly Fast! - We often must fly East first, to pick up a patient or an organ, only to fly back west to the transplant hospital. Almost all surgeries are time-critical.

- Use a Stretcher - We’re constantly asked to fly patients who must recline.

- Seat a Family - Even when a stretcher is in use. Family members often accompany the patient. They are needed in almost all cases.

- Takeoff and Land at very small airports - We often need to fly into and out of runways of less than a half-mile in length.

- Twin-Turbo-Prop or Jet - Optimal multi-purpose.

The Goal:
- OHMS seeks $5,000,000 for this project.
- Suggested Donations: $500 per Family (4,000)
  $5,000 from a Business/Church/Group (4,000)
  $50,000 as a Major Sponsor or Foundation (4,000)

What you should do:
- Please, write a check, right now while it’s on your mind, to “One Heart Missions Services” and mail it today! Thanks! (or…)

- Go online to PayPal.com and use your PayPal account or credit or debit card and send money to “Donate@OHMS.org”.

- Call two, – no: call three friends. Then email five more friends! Please: honestly, humbly, & respectfully...

- Ask each of them to please also donate in support of the services available from One Heart Missions Services.

- Thank your friends for joining you in your combined and gracious donations.

“A and the multitude of the believers were of one heart and one soul....”
Acts 4:32

No one does this...YET...

It has been said, “The best kept secret in emergency medicine is the charitable airplane flight to the hospital!”

In 1998, One Heart Missions Services founder, Chris Pfaff, underwent not just one, but two life-saving liver transplants. And a very successful third in 2017!

While still in the hospital recovering, and being a pilot himself, Chris planned what would soon become the ministries and services of One Heart Missions Services.

Since its formation, OHMS has flown over a hundred “lifeguard” and “compassion” patient flights & from home & hospital for life-saving transplants and medical care.

However, a new need has made itself quite apparent. It is unto this need that OHMS humbly and urgently asks your help.

OHMS is now frequently asked to fly patient flights, but of much longer distances because no one else is regularly able to fly such long-distance charitable flights.

These patient flights require that we acquire our own airplane designed with a variety of mission-specific criteria to meet needs unique to each long-distance flight.

Please: Help us help others in need.
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www.OHMS.org
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The way it’s supposed to happen:

It’s 4AM. I hear the phone: “Ring…RING.”

“Good morning, this is One Heart Missions Services.”

“Hi. The hospital just called us. It’s time. Our son needs to get to Pittsburgh right away for his liver transplant. Can you fly us?”

“Sure. I’ll be at your airport in an hour.”

“Thank you so much.”

And a couple hours later, that twelve-year-old boy underwent a life-saving liver transplant.

How it happens way too often:

Daytime: “Ring.”

“Good afternoon, this is One Heart Missions Services.”

“Hi, I’m a social worker with a hospital in Denver, Colorado. We have a patient who has a neurological problem that can only be treated in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The patient will need a respiratory therapist during the flight to monitor him, as the patient needs sedation to fly.”

“It sounds like you really need an air ambulance.”

“Yes, it should be. But the patient’s family has no money, and his insurance won’t pay for a flight to a hospital in another state. That’s why we called you.”

“I wish I could simply say ‘yes’. Sadly, One Heart can’t…yet. We’re still seeking donations for the kind of airplane we need for this kind of flight.”

Help us, will you? Donate@OHMS.org

One Heart Missions Services asks you to …

Ask yourself this very, very, very important life-and-death question:

What if **YOU** were in need of a heart transplant...**NOW**?

If **you** got **the call**, …

who would fly you to **your** heart, or liver, or lung **transplant** ... ... **RIGHT NOW**?